Introduction to the concept of functioning-dependent structures in living cells.
The assembly of proteins into larger structures may confer advantages such as increased resistance to hydrolytic enzymes. metabolite channelling, and reduction of the number of proteins or other active molecules required for cell functioning. We propose the term functioning-dependent structures (FDSs) for those associations of proteins that are created and maintained by their action in accomplishing a function, as reported in many experiments. Here we model the simplest possible cases of two-partner FDSs in which the associations either catalyse or inhibit reactions. We show that FDSs may display regulatory properties (e.g., a sigmoidal response or a linear kinetic behaviour over a large range of substrate concentrations) even when the individual proteins are enzymes of the Michaelis-Menten type. The possible involvement of more complicated FDSs or of FDS networks in real living systems is discussed. From the thermodynamic point of view, FDS formation and decay are responsible for an extra production of entropy, which may be considered characteristic of living systems.